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Swedish LEADER Visit 
A group of eight Swedish people from the EEC wide 
LEADER Project visited Mull on 11th September.  Having 
first spent time with MICT and the Tobermory Harbour 
Association they arrived at the NWMCWC Ltd Office in 
the afternoon.  Their objective was to see how small com-
munity groups have benefitted from LEADER grants and 
funding.  Tea and homemade cakes were served while 
Ian Hepburn gave an illustrated presentation about the 
Company, its origins and achievements.  The visitors 
spoke excellent English and asked several interesting 
questions.  Ian explained that some of the processes for 
claiming LEADER funding make it very difficult for small 
groups to access.  The Swedes agreed that they have the 
same system at home and that it is an EEC wide problem.  
After the presentation we took a drive up the haul road to 
show our visitors the extent of the community woodlands 
and where and how they are being harvested.  The 
weather stayed fine for them and the stunning views from 
the top of the road were much appreciated. 

Forest Fun Day 
Our Forest Fun Day was held near the Forest Schools 
area of West Ardhu on Saturday 25th August.  There was 
something for everyone from the bouncy castle and chil-
dren’s entertainer to the woodcarving and Woodmizer 
demonstrations.  There were fun races, a treasure hunt 
and live music as well as a venison BBQ, tea and cake 
stall, raffle and tombola.  Wings over Mull kindly brought 
some birds of prey along and Jan Dunlop (Forest Ranger) 
helped the children create toys out of twigs and small 
pieces of wood.  Once again our loyal volunteers made 
sure the event was a success.  A work party had ensured 
the ground was cleared and accessible, gazebos and 
stalls were erected and signs put up along the local roads.  
The BBQ was expertly manned and a tempting display of 
home baking was donated.  Then there were the raffle 
and tombola prizes and other items for auction.  Although 
the main objective of the Forest Fun Day was to have fun 
the generosity of local donors and volunteers means that 
we also made a small profit after costs for portaloos etc 
were paid.  The Directors have agreed that this will be 
used towards an amenity or educational project. 

Christmas Trees 
We regret to announce that we will not be able to supply 
Christmas Trees this year as there are not enough trees 
of the right size and quality available.  We are sorry for 
any disappointment this may cause and will review the 
situation next year.  

100 Club 
The fourth and final 100 Club Draw of 2012 was made by 
Joan Gleeson on 5th November.  The winners were: 1st 
prize – Neil Hutton, 2nd prize – Cath Mayo, 3rd prize – 
Emma Gardiner and 4th prize – Basil Barton.  Congratula-
tions to all the winners.  The first draw of 2013 will take 
place in January. 

Micro Hydro Project 
The application for a special loan to cover the preparation 
costs of this project has been accepted by Community 
Energy Scotland.  A connection offer has been received 
that will allow us to export up to 50kw.  We are checking 
to see if this will suffice for us to proceed to the next 
stage, and increase our output when more capacity is 
available.   We have detailed plans which we hope to sub-
mit to A&B Council before Christmas.  The SEPA CAR 
license application will be submitted this month.  As men-
tioned in the Paths and Access article, we hope to com-
bine construction of part of the Waterfall Walk with the 
access for the Micro Hydro.   

Glen Road 
The Directors of NWMCWC Ltd are very concerned that 
Argyll and Bute Council have decided that they will not 
commit to gritting the Glen Road this winter.  This will par-
ticularly affect schoolchildren who use the school bus, key 
workers and those requiring the emergency services.  
There are also implications for the Company and FCS as 
a section of the road forms part of the NW Mull timber 
transport route.  At the moment, our normal usage in-
volves up to four timber transport vehicles running five 
days a week so ceasing operations because of ice would 
have severe financial implications.  The alternative is to 
continue transporting timber with all the consequent risks.  
As A&B Council have invested a considerable sum into 
making the NW Mull timber transport route viable for the 
benefit of the local community it seems perverse that they 
are now unwilling to maintain it in a useable condition.  
The Directors of NWMCWC Ltd have sent a letter to the 
Council expressing these concerns with copies to local 
councillors, and our MP and MSP.           
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Paths and Access 
Work on the Minister’s Path has been completed by vol-
unteers.  Several fallen trees were cleared by a chainsaw 
work party.  James MacPhail then cleared the boggy area, 
put in a drain and culvert and filled round it with rotten 
rock.  This means that the part of the Minister’s Path that 
crosses NWMCWC Ltd land is accessible to walkers.  
Now that most of the clear felling in the Kildavie area of 
Langamull North is complete it is hoped to create a new 
path down to the archaeological site from the haul road.  
Initially this will be carried out by volunteer work parties 
but eventually it is hoped to find funding for all ability ac-
cess to the settlement.  To allow access to Kildavie in the 
meantime plans are underway to clear the original path.  
A preliminary recce has been carried out to plan the route 
for the proposed Waterfall Walk in West Ardhu.  It is 
hoped that some of the path construction will be along the 
access route for the Micro Hydro which will help to reduce 
costs.  The planned path will allow for stunning views of 
the whole of the West Ardhu waterfall (see photo below) 
and surrounding scenery.      

Unauthorised Use of the Haul Road 
It is a cause for concern that the haul road is regularly 
being used by unauthorised vehicles as a short cut.  This 
contravenes our servitude conditions and, if it continues, 
could put at risk our ability to use the road for its intended 
purpose.  During the Mull Rally the access gates were 
locked but someone removed the pins securing the hinge 
of the West Ardhu west block gate and unlocked the pad-
lock using a Forestry Commission key.  The NWMCWC 
Ltd Directors have agreed that now the timber transport 
vehicles are usually only running on weekdays, the gates 
may be locked outside of working hours.  In addition it 
was agreed that once harvesting in Langamull is complete 
the gates will be secured using our own padlocks so that 
Forestry Commission keys cannot be misused.  The Di-
rectors regret the need for such firm action but, as the 
road passes over land not owned by the Company, they 
have a duty to ensure that the servitude conditions are 
met. 

Harvesting  
Harvesting in Langamull continues to progress very well.  

Recently a site meeting was held involving Ian Hepburn, 

our harvesting contractors and managers, and RSPB Offi-

cer Dave Sexton.  Together the group looked at the best 

way to conserve habitat for the white tailed sea eagles by 

retention of certain trees.  Some of these will be in the 

Kildavie area so will also help to protect the visual amenity 

value of the archaeological site.  A few unstable trees that 

might suffer from wind blow will be topped out so they can 

be retained safely.     

The West Ardhu Burn Waterfall 

Cont. from previous column 

It may be possible to carry out initial surveys for the 

Woodland Burial site in the next few weeks.  Clearly soil 

depth is very important to this scheme so the exact area 

cannot be decided until this has been ascertained.  It is 

hoped that once harvesting is complete in Langamull 

north the hammerhead at the end of the haul road will 

provide car parking space for both the Woodland Burials 

and the Kildavie settlement. 
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